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Restaurant Review
BY: Masrafi Shahab

Hado Sushi & Thai Cuisine

When you go to Hado Sushi & Thai Cuisine,you must try out many sushi 
dishes.My favorite is the Shrimp Tempura Roll.It is very tasty.Basically, first 
you have the sushi rice, water, rice vinegar, sugar, salt, seaweed, pre-cooked 
tempura shrimp,cucumber,avocado, and black or white sesame seeds. If you go 
into the restaurant your going to like how it looks.Automatically,when you go 
inside you get the smell of the sushi and much more. The service is very 
good.The restaurant is clean and they are very kind to you. The best part of 
the meal will probably be eating sushi at lunch time. It is the best time to 
have it. So,if you never ever tried going to Hado sushi & Thai Cuisine, I 
recommend trying it.You are going to love it!!!!!!!!

Restaurant Review
BY: Nasif Ehan

Were you ever so hungry that you would eat anything?  Well I have the perfect 
restaurant for you. The restaurant's name is Aria Kebab, and the best meal to 
get from there is a large plate with rice chicken bread and alot more! It is so 
good! The appearance of the restaurant is amazing! It looks like a luxury 
restaurant. It has the name of the restaurant on it and the best part is it is 
extremely clean! And to be honest, I love the service! They always come and ask you 
what you need, and a bonus for the kids they have bubble gum and candy! The best 
part of the meal is the outstanding flavor and the juiciness that is in the chicken. 
I would recommend this to others! The age really does not matter. All ages will like 
the food here at Aria Kebab. I hope you go there to try the food! 
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Fortnite Review
BYMonica Aldana

The purpose of the game is to level up and 
rank up, but too have fun! You can create 
your person with the clothes you earn in 
the games. There are many events you 
have to get to earn legendary clothes, 
skins of players and weapons and you even 
get backpacks, notes , money, and diamonds 
in the game. You also get parachutes, you 
get car skins, emotes and dances you get 
rare or default avatars, skins for you 
death tomb, air surfboards, cards to 
change your name , and cards to level up.

You can talk with other people around the 
world and there are a lot of forms to 
play.  The rules are easy: survive and win 
the game, only 10 minutes 1 player survives.  

I will recommend it to others, at most 
ages.  But not all ages can play that game.  
You only have to have fun!

Jenga Review
BY: Cristel Garcia

A game I have recently played is Jenga. What you have to do is build first. So, you 
take three blocks and stack them with three on one side and three on another and 
keep doing that until there is no more. Then, you  take one out and put it on top 
and take turns doing that. If it falls, you lose and then you have to build  it 
again. Even my mom and Dad had fun! 

In addition, you can build lots of things with the blocks like a house or a huge 
tower! You can also play with little kids.  I recommend this for everyone except for 
little babies who might bite it and lick it and you don’t know where that’s been!  
One more thing- you can also buy jumbo, small or medium. It’s fun to play and the 
rules are easy but the game takes time!

Pokemon Review
BY: Brandon Alvarado

My    favorite   game  and  toy  is   
Pokemon   and  Popplio.  The   purpose  
of  the  game  is  to   catch  all  of  
the  Pokemon  and   battle  other  
people. The  toy  is  a  pokemon that is  
in  the   game.  The  purpose  of  the 
toy  plush   is   to    cuddle   it  and     
play  with  it!   The  rules of  the  
game  is  to   make  a  team of  
Pokemon  and  battle  and    train  
them and  the   toy  plush  is  to  have  
fun.  I   would  recommend  it  to  
everyone.  Even    my  sister  likes  
Pokemon  and  other  people  on  
Youtube  like  pokemon  too!  Watch  
the  trailer on Youtube to  learn  more  
(that  is how  I learned  how  to  play 
the  game) :) 



An Old School Game
BY: Miguel Juarez

A game I played when there wasn’t any coronavirus and we were still in school was 
a game called “tag” and the concept of the game was simple. First you had to pick 
who should be “it” and when you do you should run as soon as you can because since 
the purpose of the game was to not get tagged by whoever is “it” and if you do 
then you will now be “it” and the previous “it” won’t be “it” no more.I would 
recommend this game to others since it can help you lose some weight since you are 
running a lot and even if your “it” you are still going to be running and I guess this 
is for everyone who can run and is 4+ since we don’t want kids to get hurt right?Of 
course there will be other games that have similar rules like there is one game 
called “freeze tag” which has a similar concept as “tag”. The way you play “freeze 
tag” is that someone is going to be “it” and they have to tag other players and 
when they do that player would have to stop moving and freeze and to make them 
unfreeze is that a regular player would have to tag them so they can play the 
game again,when “it” tags everyone he/her wins.

Whatever Floats Your Boat
BY: Diganta Roy

My favorite video game is Roblox and the game name is Whatever Floats Your 
Boat.In this game you have to build a boat with all your materials you have until 
the flood comes.  When the rain begins,  you have have to fight with cannonball or 
your gun.This game is kind of hard to play because you have to build a boat quickly 
because other players will damage your ship and you pay for it.But you will be a pro 
when you have a lot of money to buy supplies.I think this if for teens  because it 
a lot of hard work to be a pro and kids might be angry if they lose everything.

MineCraft in Review
BY: Harley Hernandez

Minecraft is the game that I enjoy the most to play with my cousin.The purpose 
of the game is to survive and make a house so you can live also you have to make a 
sword to hunt so you can live.The object is to like find new things so you can 
complete challenges and you have beat the game. In order to beat the game you 
need to defeat the ender dragon. The rules are easy..I think 10 and 11 year olds 
would like to play minecraft because the rules are simple.



A Review of Gravity Falls
BY: Marlon Portillo

The story of Gravity Falls started with Mabel 
and Dipper going to there Unkle Grunkle Stan’s 
house.They settle in and then Wendy (who Dipper 
has a crush on) comes to the Mystery Shack 
(which looks like “the mystery hack” because the 
s fell off). There is  a funny guy called Soos 
who is the most kind.  Gravity Falls is not 
scary or funny, but it's interesting.  We later 
find out that stan is not really Stan but 
Stan’s brother (Stan the real one died and 
disappeared ) no spoilers about who we are 
talking about! There are three books in this 
story At the end of season two, you will 
continue to have questions. Season three might 
come out! And i’m looking forward to it.

A Review of Raising Dion
BY:  Hiram Miranda

I watched this movie called Raising Dion. 
It was about a dad whose name is 
Mark and he was a scientist with this 
half weirdo, also best friend Pat. They 
Went to Iceland to discover the 
Northern Lights. It was lighting so 
bright he thought it looked so beautiful. 
The next two weeks he had superpowers 
which are invisibility and teleportation 
He got these from Iceland during the 
event. But he found someone the same 
as him. Her name is Charlotte. Then 
there was a storm and Mark died from 
it but at least he helped Charlotte.  
Two days later his son has the same 
superpower as his dad. This movie was so 
interesting because it's cool how his dad 
gave him superpowers. Ill recommended 
it to others because both genders would 
be perfect and age same as usual.     

The Flash: A Review
BY: Nasif Ehan

A very interesting movie that I have watched not too long ago is The Flash. The 
author of this movie is Gardner Fox. The movie was about a boy named Berry Alen 
who was turned into the fastest man alive, and he also had a very sad back story. 
His back story is that a bad guy named Professor Zoom killed Berry’s mother and 
wanted to ruin his life. Professor zoom framed Berry’s dad for killing his mother 
even though he did not.  There are some sad parts, but  also very interesting 
parts. Just in case you are going to watch the movie I'd rather not spoil it! 
Anyways, I really did like all the characters because all of the characters always 
help the flash/Berry when he needs help most. They understand what he is going 
through, so they always are on the move in the lab trying to find out who killed his 
mother and trying to find out how to destroy him. The movie was rather exciting 
unpredictable and very catchy because in the movie there are parts where Berry 
runs on a building or powers a plane with his own power/electricity and speed. And 
there are parts where you think that the flash will annihilate the bad guy but he 
ends up being lets just say “slightly bruised”. I do recommend it to others to watch 
and especially to boys 5 years and up because not only is this a very kid friendly 
movie also because like I said, it is very interesting. This is my movie report. I hope 
you agree and you watch the movie.



A Book Review for Explorers
BY: Vijay Singh

I think Explorers is a good book because I really like going back in the past and 
learning about history about a person or an expedition that they did with other 
explorers. The book is about explorers and we are learning about them and what 
makes them an explorer. Learning about an explorer's past is fun because you can 
see what they have gone through to earn the name “Explorer”. It wasn’t funny nor 
scary, but it's  mostly exciting and fun.  I would recommend it for all types of 
genders and ages because I enjoyed this. Older people like to explore more so they 
might like it too!


